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Abstract. In order to study the working characteristics of PV system under different working 

conditions, in this paper we analyze and simulate the model based on the mathematical model of 

photovoltaic cells and the output characteristics of PV arrays under different illumination and 

temperature. We also study the output characteristics of the monolithic components of the PV array, 

and analyze the output voltage, current and power output in different lighting conditions in 

theoretically. The experiment selects different occlusion method for photovoltaic cells in series array, 

and results are in agreement with the simulation results. This paper has practical significance for 

photovoltaic systems engineering. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the rapid consumption of the world's energy, new energy development has 

been more and more mentioned. In a variety of new energy sources, solar energy can be used as an 

inexhaustible clean energy which attracted more and more people. Photovoltaic power generation is 

an important way of solar energy utilization, which using semiconductor photovoltaic effect to 

convert solar energy into electricity, could provide people with a good clean energy. But the 

photovoltaic cells are susceptible to environmental such as temperature and light intensity [1-2]etc. In 

order to research the working characteristics of photovoltaic cells in different working environments, 

we analyzes the mathematical simulation based on the mathematical model of PV, studying the output 

characteristics of photovoltaic cells in different lighting conditions. Analysis shows the relationship 

between the output voltage, the current and the power with the irradiation intensity in theoretically. 

The simulation results are verified by physical experiments 

2. Simulation of  PV Model & Experiment Analysis 

2.1 Mathematical Model of  Photovoltaic Battery 

The principle of photovoltaic cells for solar power is its photovoltaic effect. The equivalent circuit 

shows in Fig.1. In Fig. 1, Iph is the photo-current, Id is the reverse saturation current, RS is the 

equivalent series resistance of the PV cell, Rsh is the equivalent parallel resistance, V is the output 

voltage and I is the output current. According to Kirchhoff's law the mathematical model of the 

photovoltaic cell can be expressed by Eq.(1). In the equation, A is the PN junction factor, T is the 

absolute temperature, q is the electron charge, K is the Boltzmann constant [2-4]. When considering the 

fact that the parallel resistance Rs in the engineering practice is approximately infinite, the latter term 

of the equation 1 can be ignored. 
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of photovoltaic cells 
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In iterature [5], the simplified model of photovoltaic cells has shown below by Eq.(2). 
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Because of the uncertain working environment of photovoltaic cells, its output characteristics 

would change accordingly. Studies have given the formula for any light and temperature Isc, Voc, Im, 

Vm [5-7] such as Eq.(3). 
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In formulas, Sref and Tref represent the solar radiation and temperature standard test conditions 

(light intensity 1KW / m2 and temperature 25 ℃), △S=S-Sref is the difference between the actual light 

intensity and the reference light intensity, △T is the actual battery temperature and the reference 

temperature difference, a, b, c for the compensation coefficient. According to the literature [8] we can 

deduce that the change in the value of the characteristic curve at any light intensity and temperature as 

shown in Eq.(4).In the formula,△I is the amount of change in current,△V is the amount of change in 

voltage, α(A/℃) represents the current change temperature coefficient,β(V/℃) represents the voltage 

change temperature coefficient 
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In summary, The mathematical characteristics of the battery can be expressed as Eq.(5) after 

considering environmental changes 
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The simulink simulation selects GHGN-30WDJBZ monocrystalline silicon 30W as components. 

The parameters of the component in the standard environment (AM = 1.5, T = 25 ° C, 1000 W / m2) 

are Vmax = 17.6V, Imax = 1.7A, open circuit voltage Voc = 21.6V, short circuit current Isc = 1.95A, Open 

circuit voltage temperature coefficient of -0.29% ℃, short circuit current temperature coefficient of 

0.05% ℃. The Matlab simulation output waveform shows in Fig.2. In this figure, the unit of solar 

irradiance is W / m2 and the temperature is in degrees Celsius℃. 

 

 
Fig.2 output characteristics of PV 

From the simulation result we can see that with the increase of solar irradiance, the output curve 

and power curve of the PV cell increases and with the increase of the temperature, the output curve 

decrease and the current curve decreases slightly. 

In order to analyze the operating characteristics of PV modules under partial shadows, we conduct 

occlusion experiments. The scheme of the occlusion experiment is using different sizes of cardboard 

to block the battery piece of PV component one by one and gradually increase the number of the 

batteries that are blocked until the 36 cells of the battery panels are all blocked. After physical testing, 

we can see the output data in line with the simulation trend characteristic. The test result shows in 

Table.1 and the practicality picture are shown in Fig.3. From the result we can see that the output 
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characteristic curve conforms to the simulation waveform basically. And the above theoretical 

simulation can be verified. 

 
a                                             b                                             c                                             d 

 
e                                             f                                        g                                     h 

Fig.3 PV module experimental chart 

The result data is fitted as a curve as shown in Fig.4. 

   
Fig.4 According to the measured data to fit out of the curve 

We list the maximum voltage Vmax, the maximum current Imax, and the Vm, Im, Pm of the maximum 

power point measured of the experiment in Table 1. The first column of the table indicates the number 

of cells that are blocked. 

Table 1 single block of different occlusion experimental data 

 Vm Im Pm 

0 15.74 1.676 26.38024 

0.5 16.69 1.168 19.49392 

1 18.75 0.416 7.8 

2 18.27 0.388 7.08876 

3 19.14 0.344 6.58416 

4 19.13 0.328 6.27464 

5 16.2 0.181 2.9322 

6 10.33 0.103 1.06399 

From Figure 4 and Table 1 we can conclude that when the occlusion area increases, the output 

current of the PV array will reduce, while the output voltage will gradually decrease, as well as its 

output power. The output current is already very small when the 6 of the 36 is blocked. If there is more 

obstruction, it can be considered that the battery components is no longer working. The result curve 

accords with the trend of simulation curve. 

2.2 Experiment of PV Array Under Different Shadow  

Because in the actual work, the light conditions that the Photovoltaic arrays may accept will be 

different, which causing a different output characteristics. In this paper we choose two components in 

series as an example and use different shading ways like 3, 4 ... and larger scale situation. In order to 

research under different shadows, we design seven different types’ occlusions as shown in Fig. 3b- 

Fig. 3h. Adjust the output current from the open current to short circuit current. Due to the large 

amount of data, we only list part of the measurement data. We put the data in Matlab to fit the data 

into a curve to get its work characteristic trend to analysis. The experimental data are shown in Table 

2. The data of the 7 sets of data are fitted into the curves as shown in Fig 5. 
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It can be seen from Table 2 and Fig.5 that the curves of the seven occlusion schemes are quite 

different, some appeared a multi-peak phenomenon, and some did not appear multi-peak, the 

maximum power point of the PV array under different shading conditions is completely different, we 

usually want the PV array to work with the maximum power point, so the array need for load 

matching to make the PV array in the optimal working condition. 

Table 2. Experimental data according to Fig.5 

 Vm Im Pm 

b 14.49 1.677 24.29973 

c 35.16 0.911 32.03076 

d 32.33 1.558 50.37014 

e 12.63 1.637 20.67531 

f 15.8 1.72 27.176 

g 37.14 0.451 16.75014 

h 32 1.497 47.904 

 

       
b                                        c                                       d                                       e 

 

       
     f                                   g                                   h 

Fig.5 according to the measured data to fit out of the curve 

 

It can be seen from Table 2 and Fig.5 that the curves of the seven occlusion schemes are quite 

different, some appeared a multi-peak phenomenon, and some did not appear multi-peak, the 

maximum power point of the PV array under different shading conditions is completely different, we 

usually want the PV array to work with the maximum power point, so the array need for load 

matching to make the PV array in the optimal working condition. 

3. Output Power Analysis of Series Array Under Partial Shadows 

But in the daily work, components cannot be completely consistent. And the acceptance of the 

irradiance of PV cell module is not exactly the same. If a piece of battery components received less 

irradiance, the photogenerated current is also smaller. When the photogenerated current is less than 

the array output current, the component will become a load and consume energy. At this time the 

component will likely generate heat and produce hot spots. As the output of the PV module is usually 

parallel to a bypass diode to avoid hot spot effect [9-13], we can assume that one or some of the batteries 

in the shadow caused the output current of the array Ix <Iout. At this time the output voltage exhibits a 

reverse voltage due to the internal resistance of the battery. As shown in Fig.6, this time the array will 

loses the output energy of this battery because the bypass diode turns on. The array output 

characteristics shows below by Eq.(6). 
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Fig.6 There are n components in series 
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When one block in a series array was under shadow, the array will lose part of the energy of this 

component. Also taking the serial array of 2 components as an example, assuming that one block of 

the array received solar irradiance. Simulations are performed from 100 W / m2 to 1000 W / m2, 

respectively, the output characteristics are shown in Fig.7. 

 

   
Fig.7 The output of a monolithic component at different intensities of irradiance 

From Fig.7, we can conclude that, as one of the two batteries receives a reduction of solar 

irradiance, the output current of it also decreases, same as the output power. And the shift of the 

maximum power point occurs. If we want to make the array work with the maximum power point 

under the weaker solar irradiance, we must use the load matching method to reduce the operating 

voltage of the array by about twice. But at this time the capability of the array with the load voltage 

will be weakened.Set three arrays of components in series with different radiation intensity, 

respectively as (a): 762W / m2, 518W / m2, 279W / m2 ;(b): 352 W / m2, 716 W / m2, 431 W / m2,(c): 

Each one is 1000 / m2. The output characteristics of the simulation experiments shows in Fig 8. 

 

         
Fig.8 P-W & I-A output characteristics of the curveUnder different light distribution 

When we perform physical testing with different shades of shade, the output characteristics tend to 

conform to the simulation curve. Beacuse of the exposure of the PV array to sunlight and their own 

power generation problems, their temperature will rise a little. Therefore, the output characteristic 

trends approximately conform to the simulation curve. 

4. Conclusion 

Photovoltaic cells have different working characteristics in different environments, which show a 

strong non-linear. In this paper, we start from the mathematical model of photovoltaic cells, analysis 

of its parameters in different environments to correction the method and carries out the simulation 

experiment. The simulation results show that the output power of the PV cell increases with the 

increase of the solar irradiance, same as the output current. With the increase of temperature, the open 
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circuit voltage has been reduced, and the short circuit current has been slightly reduced. Taking the 

serial array of 2 components as an example, we carries out the physical test experiment. Placing the 

PV array under different shadows to accept different light to test its output characteristics, which 

results show that the PV array has different working characteristics under different solar irradiance. 

Bypass diodes plays an important role in avoiding the hot spot effect. And we carry out the 

experiments on the working characteristics of photovoltaic cells at different intensities of sunlight. 

The experimental results verify its nonlinearity. 
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